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INCH STREET PROTEST:

Locals
crying
out for
reply
Story: KIRSTEN HOLMES
A group of concerned residents of Inch Street are
still waiting for answers regarding the incident on
January 7; when a military ordinance shell leaked
its contents when being unloaded at Denis Cooke’s
Salvage Yard.
Complaints have been made to both the
Lithgow Council and the Environmental
Protection Authority (EPA), who are still working
on their findings.
As this incident happened in a work environment Work Cover is handling the investigation on
the actual site, and their investigation is still continuing.
The EPA was present when Work Cover instructed that the four shells in question were ordered
from the site and returned to the army base at
Marangaroo.
It turned out that the substance leaked was a
form of benzene, which is a petrol-like substance.
This incident is the last in a stockpile of concerns that have been building to come to a head
for Inch Street residents.
Although it was a relief that the ordinance did
not contain mustard gas, benzene is still toxic.
Debra Smith is a cancer survivor with a battered
immune system that barely works, and she lives
over the road from the salvage yard.
Debra is very scared for her fragile health.
Shirley Hodge and Robyn De Costa have lived in
Inch Street for 50 and 49 years each, and Francis
Laurenson used to work for the EPA, so her concerns were of a more scientific and environmental
nature.
“We did not that think that was enough.
Francis Laurenson makes the point that, “if it
was worth that much money to evacuate and feed
us all, why not test the soil immediately. ”
The core of all the issues is that the area has
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always been zoned as industrial, and now
both residential and industry continue to
grow and are at breaking point as they
find it more and more difficult to co-exist
in Inch Street.
Shirley Hodges took up a partition in
the street about the problems the residents were experiencing with their industrial neighbours 12 to 18 months ago.
The partition was handed it to
Councillor Howard Fisher “and we’ve
have had zip.
“This Council letting us down,” Shirley
said.
“This used to be a lovely street,” Robyn
De Costa said.
Denis Cooke’s Salvage Yard has grown
over the years from a backyard business
that recycled vehicle batteries at the other
end of town, to a salvage yard in Methven
Street, where he outgrew his yard and
moved again.
The salvage yard relocated to Inch
Street and the business has continued to
grow over the years.
Some of the residents now demand
answers on the environmental state of the
salvage yard and what else might be
leaching out of the soil or into the creek at
the back of the premises.
They want to know why Denis Cooke’s
Salvage Yard is not a scheduled premise
on the EPA’s list for regular five yearly
inspections for toxicity and what the
Council will do about their cries for a
solution to their growing concerns.
The residents all agree that they can’t

stand the sight of the site and Denis has
the unflattering title as the neighbour
from hell.
Denis is a well-liked fellow around
town so why then has he inherited such a
title.
It does look like organised metalic
chaos and here is even a yellow ‘junk yard’
dog tied up near near the weigh station.
There has always been an issue with
the noise of the salvage yard.
Residents sayd the crusher is going
most days, and, according to the residents
even on Sundays, often starting at 6 am.
Thye say all local traffic has to take the
back seat and give way to big B double
trucks that go up and down the street at
all hours of the day, and two semi trailers
leave the yard each day with their crushed
metallic load.
The trucks have trouble turning in the
street, and the residents are subjected to
the annoying noises that a reversing truck
make.
“And then there it is — the back of a big
truck right outside your front window.
“We can’t sit on our front verandahs —
it’s wrecking our quality of life,” Shirely
Hodges said.
According to neighbours of the yard,
trucks are unloaded on the footpath at the
front of the yard, making pedestrians
walk around and onto the road.
Under section 91 of the Environment
Assessment Act appropriate parking and
access is required for all in the street and
it is often hard to park because the trucks
are there.

Under the Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water
(DECCW) legislation a person or business
is liable for anything that leaches into a
sensitive creek up to 100 metres of your
property, but the salvage yard is not tested.
Another issue the residents have with
the industries in Inch Street is that the
owners of these businesses don’t live
there, so they don’t have any concept of
what it is like to be woken by big trucks.
According to his neighbours, Denis
Cooke’s business has outgrown the street
and Inch Street is not the area for him.
What was also disturbing was that
before the residents had any answers as to
what actually happened, the salvage yard
was open for business as usual at 6 am on
the Friday morning.
Apart from getting the facts from the
EPA and the Council as soon as possible,
the residents of Inch Street want an apology for the inconvenience and alarm
inflicted upon them.
An elderly man recently purchased 182
Inch Street and had a builder in that fateful day.
He and the builder were evacuated like
everyone else.
They left the house at 3 pm and
returned later that evening.
The builder had to rehire the floor
sander and edger and buy a new bucket of
sealer, drive back from Sydney to finish
work the next day and top up the car with
petrol.

Brett put mine training to good use
Story: KIRSTEN HOLMES
Brett Croucher came home
from work just after 5 pm on
May 15, 2008 and as usual
took off his dirty shirt before
saying hello to his wife in the
kitchen.
While standing near the
kitchen window Brett noticed
something swinging from the
tree in the yard next door.
Quickly realising that it
was a person, Brett told his
wife to call 000, grabbed a
carving knife, ran out the
door and jumped a few
fences to cut the person
down.
By the time Brett got to
the tree the victim was blue,
and worse completely still.
Brett touched the victim
and he rotated slowly at the
end of the thin rope “just like
in the movies”, Brett said.
Seeing immediately that
by the size of the victim it
would be impossible to lift
him down, Brett cut the rope
with the carving knife and
immediately commenced
cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
Mid May gets dark early,
and the realisation Brett didn’t know what had happened
or why, he threw the carving
knife as far as he could just
in case the victim came to or
someelse was around with
bad intentions.
Brett continued CPR for
about 20 minutes until emergency services arrived, and
continued until they could
eventually get a tube into the
victim’s mouth and throat.
Then the impossible happened and both Brett and the
emergency service officers
felt a faint pulse.
The victim was taken to

SAINT
More information
LITHGOW Library is seeking some information
on an item donated to it recently. The most
recently donated items in 2010 are a crown
and a cup celebrating the winner of the ‘King
of the Mountain’ motor cycle race from 1926
and 1928. Maureen Breckell is asking that if
anyone has information about the motor cycle
club and-or the ‘King of the Mountain’ race
they contact her at the library.

A huge effort
A NEW ‘king of Australian country music’
emerged on Saturday night at the annual
Tamworth Country Music Awards. Troy CassarDaley was getting weary legs from the amount
of time he was up and down from the stage in
the Tamworth Entertainment Centre. Troy had
been nominated in seven categories at the big
night of nights … and was successful in six of
them. Each time he rose to accept an award,
he was greeted with a rousing round of
applause from the 4000 or so people who
packed the auditorium. A feature of the night
was a tribute to an icon of Australian country
music — John Williamson. The way Troy is
going these days, it won’t be that long before
he takes over John’s mantle. Well done Troy …
and he was very humble in each of his
acceptance speeches and subsequent radio
interviews.

Graphic demonstration
FOR those who are heading out to Portland for
that centre’s Australia Day celebrations today,
you shouldn’t miss a graphic demonstration
being put on by Portland’s NSW fire brigade
members at their station. Around 12.30 pm
and 1.30 pm, Captain Ern Jeffery and his men
will show just what happens when you attempt
to put out an oil fire on a stove with water. The
subsequent explosion is such that Captain Ern
will have to have a six metre exclusion zone
around the demonstration. Also on show will
be the latest in thermal imagining, a valuable
aid in house fires, especially seeing as most
fireman are not familiar with the premises they
sometimes have to enter. Other more
‘mundane’ equipment will be on display at the
station’s open day from 11 o’clock through to
2.30 pm.

Be on your toes
MOTORISTS travelling around school zones
this week will have to take extra care as the
district school students return to the
classrooms beginning on Thursday. There
could have been some carefreeness creep in
over the long Christmas-New Year break as
motorist were allowed the liberty of travelling
through the school zones at 50 kph. But from
this week, the dreaded 40 kph zones are back
in operation. Education authorities are also
pleasing with motorists not to block off
pedestrian crossings as they deliver their
charges and to take extra care when there are
buses around. And to those littlies starting on
the long road towards their Higher School
Certificate in about 13 years time, enjoy the
process.

Party time’s over

Brett Croucher receives his award from the NSW Governor General, Professor Marie Bashir
Lithgow Hospital and then
on to Sydney.
The next day Brett called
in at the police station to see
if the victim had survived.
He had remarkably only
damaged a bone in his neck
and damaged the shoulder
bone area in his back — otherwise okay.
There was no brain damage, often a result of being
‘dead’ for so long.
The victim was not a
local, just passing through
Lidsdale, had a very negative
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reaction to medication he
had been taking, and nine
months later visited Brett to
thank him for saving his life.
The local police recommended Brett for a bravery
award, for showing outstanding skills, courage and
community service in assisting the victim.
The paramedics on the
scene said he showed very
good skills and without his
help the victim would have
most certainly died.
“I didn’t think,” Brett said.

“The training I received as
a mineworker is why I was
able to do what I did.
“I just fell backwards
when the paramedics took
over.
“It was a scary moment.”
Brett was awarded a bravery award from the Royal Life
Saving Society, which was
presented by Professor Marie
Bashir, the Governor General
of NSW at an afternoon tea
and a ceremony at
Government House in
Sydney late last year.

PARTY season is over and it is time to start
planning for a new experience or the next step
in your career. Adding more qualifications to
your resume means more opportunities for
work and a better wage. There are many
courses planned for 2010 at Lithgow TAFE and
enrolments are being taken on Friday. Whether
you want to get recognition for prior learning,
or add to your skills, contact the Lithgow TAFE
to see what courses you could do. Courses
are categorised in distinct levels, from the
basic Certificate I up to Graduate Diplomas
and Graduate Certificates. The course levels
reflect the vocational outcomes a participant
can expect to attain, rather than the length of
the course or the cost. All TAFE qualifications
are approved by the Australian Qualifications
Framework, a nationally agreed framework of
quality assurance for education providers.
There is Coffee Preparation courses, and
Children’s services, English for Speakers of
Another Language or Engineering; the list is
long so go to the TAFE office and see for
yourself. So get learning and improve your
earning.

